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#edtech talks: Active Learning Online and In Class

The #edtech talks continue again this year 12.00noon–1.00pm the third Friday of every month. Mark your diary so you don't miss them.

Following the first session this year with Professor Peter Bol from Harvard, the next talk will be on 20th March 12.00–1.00pm. Following their sessions at the Sydney Teaching Colloquium which were very well received, Adam Bridgeman (Faculty of Science) and Sandra Peter (Sydney Business School) will address the topic of Active Learning Online and In Class. Adam writes:

The importance of technology for teaching and support is a fact of life in most disciplines in most institutions and is absolutely key for the sustaining large cohorts.

Adam will talk about Guided Inquiry in First Year Chemistry while Sandra will discuss Blended Learning in Business. They will explain what they do in their classes which engages students and how this is achievable for other teachers at Sydney.

Register

And the following session to mark in your diary (same time, same place), Friday 17 April, will feature talks by Abelardo Pardo (Engineering and IT) and Melanie Nyguen (Health Sciences).

The #edtech talks are part of the Sydney Teaching Seminars.